Flappy Bird is a mobile game that involves tapping the screen to navigate a bird through a gap between pairs of vertical pipes. When the bird passes through the gap, the score increments by one and the game ends when the bird hits the floor or a pipe. Surprisingly, Flappy Bird is a very difficult game and scores in single digits are not uncommon even after extensive practice. In this paper, we create three controllers to play the game autonomously. The controllers are: (1) a manually tuned controller that flaps the bird based on a vertical set point condition; (2) an optimization-based controller that plans and executes an optimal path between consecutive pipes; (3) a model-based predictive controller (MPC). Our results showed that on average, the optimization-based controller scored highest, followed closely by the MPC, while the manually tuned controller scored the least.
The horizontal distance between two consecutive pairs of pipes is fixed. Although the vertical height of the gap between a pair of pipes is fixed, the gap location changes randomly. The player scores a single point every time she/he is able to successfully pass through the gap between the pair of vertical pipes. The game ends if the bird hits either the pipe or the floor. It quickly became popular, and for those who have played it, it quickly became frustrating. It got a reputation for being addicting [1] and very hard to play. The fact that it is very difficult to play as a human being makes it a good problem to solve with controls. In this paper, an openly available MATLAB R version of the Flappy Bird was used, which preserves the features and difficulty of the original game [3] .
Previous Work
Past works on automatic control of Flappy Bird have extensively focused on using machine learning algorithms. Shu et al. [7] used reinforcement learning (RL) and were able to achieve scores of around 1500 [8] . The states for learning in their formulation were the x and y position of the bird relative to the top of the upcoming bottom pipe and the bird velocity. The action was to flap or not flap. RL optimizes state-action pairs and transition probabilities to maximize a function.
Ebeling-Rust et al. [9] and Chen [10] used Q-learning, a variant of RL, but were only able to score around 200. The modest scores may have been a result of not using velocity as a state for the learning algorithm.
Shu et al. [7] also used Support Vector Machine (SVM), a supervised learning algorithm, to achieve scores of around 1200 [11] . One disadvantage of SVM is that it requires extensive training data generated from manually playing the game. SVM uses the training data to create a mapping 
Model Predictive Control
Model predictive control (MPC) has become more popular in industry as technology surrounding it has improved. As computers get faster and algorithms more efficient, MPC is being utilized in a wider range of applications [2] . A model predictive control is one that predicts the states and inputs of a system over a certain period of time, called the prediction horizon. Knowing the dynamics and constraints of the system, an optimization can be performed to solve for the states and inputs over the prediction horizon. These inputs are then applied to the actual system for a period of time, called the control horizon. At the end of the control horizon the initial conditions of the optimization are updated and the process begins again. In this paper, the problem is formulated as a mixed integer linear program (MILP) and the optimization software, Gurobi [6] , is used to solve the optimization problem.
Controlling Flappy Bird
In this paper, multiple methods were used to create controllers for Flappy Bird. First, a heuristic approach is used for a simple solution to the problem and to provide a baseline for more complex methods. Next, an optimization was used to create a control sequence to be implemented over the entire prediction horizon. This method included heuristically tuned constraints based on prior knowledge of the system behavior. Then, a model predictive control was implemented that only applied the beginning of the calculated control sequence as described above.
Chapter 2: THE SYSTEM 2.1 Notation 
Dynamics
The Flappy Bird game used in this paper was downloaded from the MathWorks File Exchange [3] . The way the game works is that the player presses the space bar to make the bird jump. In the code, when the space bar is pressed, the velocity, V k , is set to a value of -2.5. Otherwise, the bird is acted upon by gravity, which is simulated by increasing the velocity a constant amount in the downward direction at every time step. The system dynamics are described by the following discrete system of equations: The first method was developed intuitively by observing the game being played by humans. A set point was created based on the height of the leading pipe. Then an if statement was implemented so that the bird would jump if it was below that set point:
where setP ointY = P ipeP os1 + c and P ipeP os1 is the position of the top of the bottom pipe.
The only tuning parameter is c which was manually tuned to 10. The controller logic can be seen in figure 3.1. The vertical distance between the pipes is h = 48. and V init , the objective of the optimization was to minimize the number of jumps over that interval subject to heuristically tuned end of path constraints. The formulation of the mixed integer linear program is given below:
3)
Equations 3.3 -3.6 were derived using the Big-M method [4] where M is a large constant and z is a binary variable that represents the jumps. The Big-M method is a technique of writing switching equations, such as equation 2.2, into multiple equations using a large number M . This is done in order to keep the constraint equations linear in the binary decision variable, z k . By keeping the constraints linear, the efficient linear mixed integer programming software, Gurobi [6] , could be utilized. Y 1 and V 1 are the initial position and velocity of the path and are set equal to the end values of the previous path. The constraints around the pipes were bigger than the pipes themselves to ensure the bird did not collide with them because the path tracks the middle of the bird, but if the edge of the bird hits the pipe the game ends. This can be seen in figure 3 .2.
The heuristically tuned constraints, represented by equations 3.10 and 3.11, are defined by the variables: endY low, endY high and endV el. In these equations, P ipeP os1 and P ipeP os2
represent the height of the bottom of the leading pipe and the following one respectively. These constraints are visualized in figure 3.2. The end position of the bird is constrained by lower bound, endY low = 0.5(P ipeP os1 + P ipeP os2) and upper bound, endY high = (P ipeP os2 + h) − 0.5|P ipeP os2 − P ipeP os1|. The end constraint on velocity was endV el = 1.1 (positive velocity is downward) and was active only if the following pipe was lower than the current pipe as indicated by equation 3.11 (note that positive direction is downwards). These parameters were tuned by trialand-error to maximize the score.
The optimization solved for the control sequence over the entire prediction horizon, z k , where k = 1, 2, ..., 80. The whole control sequence was implemented, then at the end of the path, the optimization was run again using the initial conditions as described previously. This continued until the bird hit a pipe or the ground. The third method implemented a model predictive control (MPC). The same optimization was used as the previous model except there were no need for the end constraints:
Model Predictive Control
14)
The heuristic constraints from the previous method aren't needed because in this method, the optimization is done much more frequently. The result of the optimization is the control inputs for the entire prediction horizon, n. The prediction horizon and control horizon are the only parameters that need to be tuned. The control horizon, p, is the small portion of the control input that is implemented before the next optimization is done, as seen in fig. 3 .3. Besides the absence of end constraints, another difference between this method and the previous one is that the MPC only uses a small part of the optimized control sequence, p < n, before the next path is optimized. The previous method used the entire control sequence before the next path is solved for, p = n.
Chapter 4: RESULTS
Comparison of Methods

Heuristic Method
The heuristic method is a very simple solution involving only a single if statement. Because of this, it takes negligible time and is implemented very easily. Its performance is not good though because it can only prepare for the first oncoming pipe, unable to set itself up for the next pipe.
Initial Optimization Method
The first method using optimization scores much higher than the previous method. Though, because it uses a mixed integer program to plan a path, it takes time to produce a solution. The time of the solution depends on the size of the mixed integer programming formulation. That includes the size of the prediction horizon and the number of different constraints. To make this method reliable, heuristically tuned constraints had to be included with the constraints that defined the dynamics of the system including end constraints on position and velocity. This method performs well, but it takes a lot of time.
Initial Model Predictive Control
The next method was a model predictive control. This method is listed separately than the main model predictive control because of the way it is implemented. The prediction horizon was set to be 160 and the control horizon set to 80. This is equivalent to planning a path over two pipes and implementing the solution over one pipe. Doing this ensures that the bird will make it over the first pipe and end up in a position that will produce a feasible solution for the next pipe making it unnecessary for the end constraints added in the previous method. Of course, doubling the prediction horizon dramatically increases the time for optimization. This provides the motivation for the next method.
Model Predictive Control
This method is the same model predictive control except that the prediction horizon and control horizon are decreased. Decreasing the prediction horizon alone may affect the reliability of the solution because it won't take into consideration the same amount of constraints. Decreasing the control horizon means that the path will be updated much more often than before so as constraints come into view, the path is updated. Otherwise, the path might not be updated in time to consider the new constraints as they appear. The size of the problem is reduced, but the optimization has to be run more often.
Results of Methods
Testing Methodology
In the game, the pipes are generated by a random number generator. To test the methods in this paper, the seed of the random number generator was controlled. This ensures that the same set of pipes and gaps are present for a given simulation run. Each method was tested for ten different seeds and the score for each seed was capped at 500. This created 5000 random situations that could be experienced in the game. All the computer simulations were done using a laptop circa 2016, with an Intel Core i7-6500U, 2.5 GHz CPU. A video of the three controllers in action is in reference [5] . The results of the heuristic method are seen in table 4.1. This method was the simplest method to implement and its results provided a baseline of performance for other methods. With an average score of 56.6 per game, it scored better than a lot of humans can, but it scored significantly less than the other methods. The first optimization method was tested with and without user supplied initial guesses (I.G.).
Initial Optimization
These results are shown in table 4.2. The supplied initial guesses were the results of the previous optimization. Since the bird travels the entire path before it updates its path, the previous result is not related to the current solution, therefore, this did not improve the time for the optimization.
The solution without initial conditions made it through all 5000 situations. The times for each optimization were recorded using the tic and toc commands in MATLAB and are shown for a single run in figure 4.1. While the average optimization time was .1062 seconds, there were a number of optimizations that took significantly longer, spiking up to about 7.5 times the average.
MATLAB Optimization with Zero Cost Function
The cost function was set to zero to see the effects on the optimization time. Using inputs from the first pipe in the game, the previous solution was compared with the zero cost function solution. in the solver [13] to evaluate more branches than was necessary with the previous cost function.
When minimizing the number of jumps, the updated bounds on the optimal solution in the branch and bound technique are tighter than when using a cost function of zero.
Tightening Constraints The bounds were tightened on the position of the bird. There were areas where the bird could not feasibly reach, but were included in the bounds of the optimization. This method was an attempt to remove those areas to reduce the optimization time. The changes to the bounds were as follows:
a The first change to the original constraint in figure 4 .4b was lowering the ceiling by 5 pixels and raising the floor by 5 pixels.
b The next change in figure 4 .4c was to lower the ceiling by 10 pixels and increase the floor by 5 pixels.
c The next change in figure 4 .4d was to lower the ceiling by 15 pixels and increase the floor by 5 pixels.
d The next method in figure 4 .4e reduced the constraints even more. Tightening the constraints in this way was not a reliable way of increasing speed. There isn't a clear trend in the results in tables 4.4 and 4.5. By first tightening the constraints just by a little bit, the performance went down a lot. Then by tightening them a little more, the performance increased.
By significantly tightening the constraints, the performance was in between the previous methods.
Having the largest bounds is obviously the safest choice, but by tightening the constraints to exclude solutions that are known to not be reasonable, it was thought that the optimization time should decrease. Instead there was no clear trend in the data that would confirm this hypothesis.
One thing that this test did make clear is that there exists multiple solutions that have the same optimal value of the cost function. Changing the parameters of the problem influenced which solution the optimization chose. This is addressed later in section 4.3. The original MPC method used a prediction horizon of 160 and a control horizon of 80. This produced reliable results, but the optimization times were much slower than the previous method, as seen in table 4.6. It's easy to see that this method is safer with a longer prediction horizon, but how long is long enough? It is not practical to have a really long prediction horizon because the points close to the end of the path may not affect the performance of the system in its immediate surroundings. It is also impractical to have a really short horizon because the system may encounter a constraint too late to plan a path to avoid it. We have already determined that in this case, a prediction horizon of 160, encompassing two pipes in their entirety, is safe. After testing many different horizon lengths, a horizon of 90 almost matched that performance, and below that, the performance drops dramatically. To see two pipes at all times, a horizon of 135 is required. Since two pipes was determined to be safe, an important quantity to consider is how much space the bird has in front of the first pipe when it has two pipes in sight. This is illustrated in figure 4 .5: The point of seeing the second pipe is to set up the bird to exit the first pipe in a position where it can easily plan a path through the next pipe. The purpose of the extra space in front of the first pipe is to give the bird some time to recover from the previous path which was planned without the second pipe in sight. In a common MPC the optimization would be run during the implementation of the control horizon to create a smooth controller. One that doesn't pause to make calculations. As long as the sensors of the system can sense one control horizon beyond the prediction horizon, then the optimization for the next prediction horizon can be computed during the current control horizon.
Initial Model Predictive Control
Model Predictive Control
One time step in the game is 1/60s. None of the prediction horizons tested have an optimization time less than or equal to this. Setting the control horizon to 4 time steps means the control is implemented for 4/60s, which matches the average optimization time of a prediction horizon of 90. This would satisfy the conditions to implement a smooth controller considering only the average optimization time. As seen in section 4.2.3, optimization times can be much larger than the average, making this very hard to implement. Initial guesses did not decrease the optimization times of the previous method, but they were expected to decrease the optimization time of the MPC. Because the path is updated much more frequently than the change in constraints, the path estimated from time step to time step does not change very much. If the constraints don't change, then it's easy to imagine that the path at the next time step is the same as the path at the current time step, but starting one time step later. The initial guess supplied to the optimization was the previous solution starting at the second time step and repeating the last time step to keep the length of the vector the same. The results are shown in 
Changing Objective Function
In section 4.2.3, the observation was made that there existed multiple solutions to the optimization that had the same optimal value. The solution chosen by the optimization was influenced by changing the parameters of the problem. By studying these results a generalization was made that the best solution for the bird to take was the one where the vertical position of the bird was the lowest. The objective here was to find a way to change the parameters of the problem in a strategic way to influence which of these multiple solutions the optimization chose. To do this, the objective function was changed to include the minimization of the sum of the vertical position of the bird at each point in the path eq. 4.1:
Where the constant w was chosen to be 10 −4 because the values of Y k were much larger than z k .
This significantly increased the score of the previous methods with short prediction horizons. The optimization times for this method increased dramatically though. The results for a prediction horizon of 70, which scored poorly, are shown in table 4.9: The original cost function only minimized jumps which produced optimal values of 2 or 3.
The new cost function produced values much larger and the optimal solutions had a wider range of values. This was the reason the optimization times for the new cost function were much higher.
The increase in the number of variables in the cost function introduced a higher number of possible combinations of variables in the solution. The branch and bound technique, used by Gurobi, needed to explore more branches, or make more evaluations, to find an optimal solution.
Chapter 5: FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Although Flappy Bird is a difficult game to score well when played manually, it is certainly possible to beat using tools in control theory. Our main conclusion is that a controller that plans slightly beyond the upcoming pipe performs best on the Flappy Bird game. Further, MPC provides an easy to tune and highly generalizable method model-based control.
The Flappy Bird game is great platform to benchmark and test new control and learning algorithms. Some suggested future work is to use heuristic algorithms like the genetic algorithm and simulated annealing. Also, including the following features for machine learning are vital to have high performance: position of bird relative to the pipe, relative location of consecutive pipes and velocity of the bird. To increase the difficulty of the game, the gap between the vertical pipes and the distance between subsequent pipes can be made to vary spatially as well as temporally as the game proceeds.
